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The Transportation Research Board (TRB) 95th Annual Meeting will be held in
Washington, D.C. at the Convention Center, Jan 10-14, 2016.
The TRB program covers all transportation modes, with 5,000 presentations in 800
sessions and workshops addressing topics of interest to policy makers, administrators,
practitioners, researchers, and representatives of government, industry, & academic
institutions.
Theme: Research Convergence for a Multimodal Future.

GTPF is 7 years old!
GTPF is a non-profit group of professionals in multiple disciplines with a mission to promote
innovation and sustainable development in transportation infrastructure and related systems
through research, professional practice, policy development and implementation.
GTPF seeks to promote research related to transportation policy and the planning, design,
construction, operations, and maintenance of physical infrastructure of the transportation system in
Ghana. We seek to provide leadership in the development of sustainable solutions to
transportation-related issues in Ghana towards promoting long-term economic growth.
GTPF also aims to provide a global platform for public expression and knowledge exchange,
and to promote creative collaborations with public and private leaders, agencies, communities and
professionals regarding transportation-related issues.
Our objectives also include the provision of leadership to influence national policy
discussions, development and implementations of transportation-related infrastructure and the
built-environment that will improve public health and safety, protect the environment, and
strengthen security and the economy. In pursuing our goals, we seek to encourage teams of
expertise and professionals from private/public sectors and academia to actively engage in research
that will yield technologies and insights leading to innovations in effective utilization of resources.
Finally, and above all things, we seek to actively promote ethics and excellence in
professional transportation engineering and management practice in Ghana.
The newsletter is the fourth of a series that is intended to help us achieve the above
objectives by serving as one of the medium of communication among our members. It is our hope
that this newsletter ignites or sustains your interest in participating in our organization.

January 2016
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Book Review

Governance for Pro-Poor Urban Development: Lessons from Ghana
By Franklin Obeng-Odoom
Published by Routledge, 2013. The author is a Senior Lecturer in Property Economics at the School of Built
Environment and a member of the Asia Pacific Center for Complex Real Property Rights at the University of
Technology, Sydney. His research interests are centered on the political economy of development, cities and
natural resources. He has a PhD in political economy from The University of Sydney, Australia, an MS in urban
economic development from the University College London, United Kingdom, and a B.S. (Hons) in land economy
from the Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology, Ghana.
Dr. Obeng-Odoom’s book integrates existing studies on
the transportation problem in Ghanaian cities from a
political economic perspective and provides an
innovative and thoughtful interpretation of the past,
scattered research findings on urban transportation in
Ghana.
In the book, Dr. Obeng-Odoom posits a core argument
that the high demand for transport mobility in the
country is an inherent part of the political economic track
(on which the country has been traveling since the mid1980s).
He argues that such demand not only creates but also is stimulated in turn by the accumulation of capital
through economic liberalization and town planning laws that are inimical to efficient land use. The resulting
situation is characterized by loss of life, excessive traffic congestion, exacerbation of environmental adversities,
and property damage or degradation.
Dr. Obeng-Odoom’s book examines the causes of the transport problem and considers a distributional
analysis of their effects. The book provides a cogent discussion of the political economic interests that impede
reform and how these barriers could be overcome.
At the current time when the Ghana government and external funding sponsors seek to verify the
impacts of completed investments through ex poste evaluations, this book could not have come at a better time.
Dr. Obeng-Odoom’s book should certainly be on the shelf of every transportation engineer and urban planner.

Due for release by GhIE in 2016
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Ing. Kwaku Boampong
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Research Article Review I
How Ghana’s Early Rail Transportation Infrastructure Development
Facilitated the Country’s Economic Development
A review of the article titled “Transportation Infrastructure and Development in Ghana” that was published by
Remi Jedwab and Alexandre Moradi, Paris School of Economics, London School of Economics, Sussex University, in
PSE Working Papers n2011-24. 2011
This article reviews a recent work of Drs.
Jedwab and Moradi that studied the effect of
Ghana’s railway construction in the colonial era
on the country’s agricultural and other
economic development.
The authors noted that between 1901
and 1923, a major railway investment was
undertaken: the building of two railway lines
that connected the coast to the large inland city
of Kumasi and the mining areas of the country.
This development unintendedly opened up
Express train between Accra and Kumasi, 1924
large areas of the tropical forest to the
Image source: trainsworldexpress.com
development of cocoa farms, and thus
Using
very
fine
disaggregate
spatial data, the authors found that the
facilitated Ghana’s rise as the world’s top cocoa
increased railroad connectivity lowered transportation costs and hence
producer and attracted migrants to areas of
helped increase cocoa production. They also showed that the resulting
economic production.
economic prosperity at areas of cocoa production was strongly linked
to urbanization and demographic growth.
Using placebo regression techniques and nearest neighbor
estimators, Drs. Jedwab and Moradi found that there was no spurious
effect from rail lines that were not constructed yet or lines that had
been planned but never saw construction. Lastly, they presented a
well-reasoned argument that despite three decades of sustained
decline in railway transport, the rail transport investments in the early
part of the century has had the effect of transforming the country’s
economic geography, as railway districts are more developed at the
current time.
In a subsequent related article, the authors noted that Ghana
recently signed a multi-billion contract to expand and rehabilitate the
existing rail network including construction of a rail line to reach the
country's northern border; a rail investment of a scale that will be
Locomotive steam, circa 1909
Image source: www.bridgemanimages.com
unprecedented in Africa in the past 50 years.

Organizations do not survive when members do not pay dues.
GTPF is no exception!
MEMBER DUES
$20 for students. $100 for workers;
Two payment options: (a) online: Visit our PayPal website
(b) Check: Please send to GTPF Treasurer: Ms. Mary Kissi, P.O. Box 1780, Clinton, MD 20735
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Research Article Review II
Non-motorized Transport in Accra: Threats, Benefits, & Opportunities
A review of the article titled: “Commercial Use of Nonmotorized Transport: Evidence from Accra, Ghana” that was authored by
Fred Amponsah, Univ. of Ghana, Legon; Jeff Turner, Univ. of Manchester, UK; Margaret Grieco, The World Bank; Andrews
Kwablah, Dept. of Urban Roads, Ghana; Paul Guitink, The World Bank. Published in Transportation Research Record 1563, pp.
1–7. Copyright, National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C., 1996. Reproduced with permission of the Transportation
Research Board.
The article starts by recognizing duly that as in most cities in Ghana,
traders in Accra continue to use hand-pushed or pulled carts with
for transporting their goods across the city. These nonmotorized
(NMT) vehicles play a vital role in developing economies that not
only have large informal sectors but also contain a preponderance
of enterprises with restricted capital bases.
The authors state that the need for NMT arises because
most traders encounter situations characterized by a large number
of small outlets and therefore have little option but to transport
their merchandise between central markets and points of sale,
namely, stalls, kiosks, and trading tables. As such, these traders
need the capability to transport small loads very frequently albeit at
low cost. With its low costs of labor (vis-à-vis that of motorized
transport), the use of NMT has burgeoned over the decades.
However, these manual vehicles routinely interact with motorized
traffic, creating considerable delays and safety problems.
Realizing these consequences of such interactions, the
authors carried out a study that begun with an assessment of the
influence of cost and time in traders’ choices of modes. The
researchers also assess the challenges, opportunities, and other
economic, financial, cultural, and safety issues associated with the
promotion of NMT modes including bicycle among Ghana’s female
petty traders. The authors then discussed various elements of
infrastructure design to foster NMT for urban use.
The highlights of this research are as follows:
- There seems to be antipathy (on the part of policy makers and
other road users) towards NMT and a strong perception that this
mode of transport is only transitional or even obsolete. They
therefore tend to discriminate against NMT users even to the point
of endangering their safety, and the lack of safety results in adverse
economic consequences, loss of life, and personal grief to NMT
operators. However, NMT, according to the authors, is certainly not
on the verge of extinction but needs to be encouraged to operate in
a safe environment: a priority is to protect the most vulnerable road
users: pedestrians and bicyclists.
- The sustainability of current overall transportation systems is
jeopardized by high costs and adverse environmental impacts which
are disproportionately borne by the lowest-income segments of the
population. For NMT to make its fullest contribution to the
economy, the harassment of NMT operators must be discouraged.

- There is no evidence to support the perception that NMT is
only transitional. First, increased congestion and
environmental pollution (due to increased motorization)
generates the conditions conducive to the persistence of NMT
which is faster, more flexible and energy efficient, and cleaner
compared to motorized transport over short distances.
Secondly, the existing extensive petty-trading structure hinges
on the availability of low-cost transportation (that is supplied
by NMT only) and the physical design of trading districts;
these factors necessitate the use of vehicles smaller than
motorized vehicles.
- The article cites agreement by the Department of Urban
Roads and the World Bank that transportation planning for
the city must provide appropriate facilities for efficient
operation of NMT. The authors offered the following
measures to improve NMT:
* Discourage semiofficial and informal interference by
authorities of NMT operations, as this dissuades traders from
making use of NMT.
* Make available dedicated road space to NMT vehicles,
particularly at the central trading districts; this would give
NMT a more positive image.
* Promote bicycling as a sustainable mode of
transportation, and remove gender barriers to NMT
operations including bicycling.
Summing up, the article argues that the success of a
sustainable transportation policy for Ghana depends on
effecting a change in behavioral attitudes toward bicycling
among both population and municipal authorities, as well as
on the construction of appropriate segregated facilities.

Most points of sale are inaccessible to motorized vehicles
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E-Ternational

E-Ternational Research Consulting is an analytical and IT
consulting company that partners with clients to create
innovative fact-based solutions for infrastructure systems,
decision-support tools, and data visualization applications.

● A knowledge-based consulting firm
dedicated to offering innovative solutions
while improving the management and
operations of infrastructure systems in
transportation services.
● Supports multilateral donor agencies
working with national governments to
improve economic development projects
and practices services.

● Conducts rigorous analytical
research and provides clients
with innovative policy and
planning solutions, objective
analysis, and technology
applications for making policy
and management decisions.

2221 Drury Road, Silver Spring, MD 20906 U.S., PHONE: +1.301.924.0119; E-mail: info@eternational.com

GTPF Secretary’s Visit to Ghana
Headquarters, Ghana Institute of Engineers, Accra

GTPF Secretary, Dr. Alexander Appea visited a number of institutions in Ghana this summer. The first was the Ghana
Institution of Engineers (GhIE). In a presentation to 25 engineering practitioners of the GhIE, Dr. Appea shed light on the
PPP process and how this contractual arrangement is being applied in the Elizabeth River Tunnels Project in Virginia
Beach in Virginia. There was a general consensus that GhIE needed to increase the institutional capacity and technical
expertise in this area because a significant number of infrastructure projects in Ghana were being planned for PPP
implementation. A number of senior engineers suggested the preparation of technical papers related to the past,
present, and future practice of PPP contractual arrangements in Ghana. It was mentioned that previous work done in
this area, particularly, the development of a database, is a good start in that direction. Dr. Appea’s meeting with the
GhIE also discussed collaborations between engineers in Ghana and those in the Diaspora in, among others, assembling
technical expertise for various initiatives and agreed that having a conference in this area will be a good start.
The second part of Dr. Appea’s presentation was meant to be a mind-engaging exercise on innovative
maintenance techniques for low-volume roads including latex, microsurfacing and slurry, and the need for plants
capable of manufacturing the material mixes for these techniques. Falling oil prices present an incentive for slurry and
microsurfacing treatments in particular. However, the second part could not take place due to lack of time.
Dr. Appea also had an informal meeting with the Minority Leader of Ghana’s Parliament. The legislator
expressed a need to address challenges associated with the transparency of contract implementation and monitoring of
as-built costs related to emerging design-build and PPP projects in Ghana, so as to protect taxpayers’ interests. He also
stated that the parliamentary committees (including that for roads and highways) lacked the required human resources
for monitoring the technical and financial progress of infrastructure projects. The legislator expressed keen interest in
GTPF activities, and they discussed the usefulness of a GTPF website and other resources.
Dr. Appea also visited the University of Ghana (Legon) Engineering School which has a fast-growing program in
computer and electrical engineering.
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The first formal GPTF
Meeting at Akosombo
Restaurant at 613 K
Street in DC, Tuesday
January 13, 2009.

“In two days’ time,
tomorrow will
become yesterday, so
whatever we can do,
TRANSLETTER! Page 4
we must
do it now”.

From left to right in the
picture above are:
Alexander Appea, Sam
Labi, Stephen Mensah,
Senanu Ashiabor,
Yolanda Oliver-Commey,
and Leslie Mills.

~ Ing. Togbi Kporku III, Dufia
of Alakple and Director of
Conterra Ltd.

Lectures

Seminars

Conferences

Advocacy

Council of Elders:
Isaac Takyi, MTA New York City Transit
Samuel Ampadu, Provost, KNUST
Kofi Obeng, North Carolina AT&T University
Felix Ammah-Tagoe, E-ternational
Joe Lamptey, fmr. Chf. Exec., Ghana Highways
John Riverson, Consultant (rtd.), The World Bank
Executives
President: Sam Labi, Purdue University
Vice P., Senanu Ashiabor, Intermodal Logistics
Secretary Alexander Appea, Virginia DOT
Treasurer: Mary Kissi, Transp. Research Board
Communications Coord: Seli Amison, Manassas, VA
Webmaster: Samuel Essien
Young member coordinator: Kwaku Boakye

Outreach

MEMBER DUES
$100 for workers;
$20 for students.
Two payment options: (a) online: Visit
our PayPal website (b) Check: Please
send your check to the GTPF Treasurer:

GTPF members Adjo Amekudzi-Kennedy and Margaret-Avis
Akofio-Sowah, center (together with researchers Janille SmithColin and Jamie Montague Fischer) received TRB’s prestigious
Charley Wootan Award in 2015 for their paper “Evidence-Based
Decision Making for Transportation Asset Management:
Enhancing the Practice with Quality Evidence and Systematic
Documentation.” Congratulations!

Mary Kissi
P.O. Box 1780
Clinton, MD 20735
Check out our GTPF website, Facebook
and Linked-in sites!
And don’t forget to leave your
suggestions and comments!

Online Teaching Assistant Opportunities!
Interested graduate students within 1 year of
tenure and having skills in statistics and
mathematics: please contact Seli AgbolosuAmison for potential online teaching
opportunities starting Summer 2016.
seli176x@yahoo.com

Award categories: Professionals from Africa; Women Professionals
Website: https://www.efworld.org/
Deadlines for application: Early October, each yr.
Program date & duration: Oct-Nov of the following year: 4 weeks.
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